Students – Stationery

Introduction

Students are expected to have their own stationery as follows; this includes “tools of the trade”. Stationery items should be bought from the School Shop before school or during breaks and not during class time as students are expected to come to class prepared for the lesson.

Primary – Early Years Reception

- Pencil case = nothing required
- Blank paged A4 exercise books (x3)
- 15mm-squared F5 mathematics book (“Topic Book”)

Primary – Y1 - 2

- Pencil case – HB pencils, rubber, 15-cm straight edge
- 15mm-square A4 mathematics book
- Wide lined A4 exercise books with top half of each page blank and bottom half lined
- One 8.5mm-lined A4 Topic book per term – IPC
- One F5 handwriting book

Primary – Y3 - 4

- Pencil case – compulsory items
  - HB pencils, rubber, 15-cm straight edge, glue sticks, coloured pencils
- Pencil case – optional items
  - safety scissors, coloured pencils
- 10mm-square A4 mathematics book
- 8.5mm-lined A4 language book – ongoing
- One 8.5mm-lined A4 language book per term – IPC
- One F5 handwriting book
- Student Planner

Primary – Y5 - 6

- Pencil case – compulsory items
  - HB pencils, rubber, 15-cm straight edge, black pen, blue pen, glue sticks, Casio fx-350MS calculator
- Pencil case – optional items
  - pencil-sharpener (must catch shavings), safety scissors, glue sticks, coloured pencils, protractor, highlighters
- 6mm-square mathematics book
- 8.5mm-lined A4 language book – ongoing
- One 8.5mm-lined A4 language book per term – IPC
- One A4 handwriting book
- Student Planner
Secondary – Y7 - 9

- Pencil Case – 2 pens (blue or black), 2 HB pencils, rubber, 15-cm ruler, mathematical compass, protractor
- Casio fx-350MS calculator
- A4 Language Book
- A4 Mathematics Book
- A4 Manuscript Book
- A4 Science Book
- A4 Sketch Book
- A4 Topic Book
- Student Planner

Secondary – Y10 - 11

- Pencil Case
- Graph Book
- Student Planner
- Other stationery as required by classes chosen and by those individual teachers